TEARDROP LIGHTING
Kyodo Teardrop Lighting fixture features a narrow, airfoil design which minimizes turbulence in cleanrooms requiring a unidirectional air flow. The fixture is suitable for use in ISO Class 3 to ISO Class 8 (Class 1 to Class 100,000) cleanroom environments. Our lighting fixture housing is totally sealed to prevent infiltration of contaminants. Applications include but not limited to cleanrooms, technical and biomedical labs, food processing centers and pharmaceutical labs.

- Teardrop-shaped fluorescent lighting fixture designed to eliminate particulate and vapor contamination in a clean room environment.
- Fitting ISO Class 3 to ISO Class 8 (Class 1 to Class 100,000)
- The narrow airflow design minimizes air flow disruption in laminar flow areas.
- Easy installation on cleanroom ceiling grid.
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